PETER MOCHRIE – INSPIRATIONAL SPEAKER
Peter Mochrie is a highly regarded Australian Actor, Inspirational Speaker, MC, Auctioneer and
Producer of Fine Films and Profiles.
Graduating from The National Institute of Dramatic Art (NIDA) in 1989 he has appeared in
numerous TV shows, Films and Theatre productions, including The Restless Years, Neighbours,
Home and Away, Water Rats, Shortland Street, Janet King and Blue Murder.
He is also an in-demand Speaker and Media Trainer of The Art of Presenting on Camera or an
Audience. During his time at NIDA as a Lecturer Peter was instrumental in establishing the
NIDA Open Program. He also developed The Art of Presenting and has been helping
organisations and individuals reach their goals by inspiring them to overcome fears of
performance, public speaking and improve presentation skills with exceptional results.
The Art of Presenting Workshop is about raising awareness when presenting in front of a
camera or an audience. It is about preparation, preparing an insightful and engaging script
and also about honing the voice and mind to deliver at optimum capacity.
Peters workshop includes improving clarity and tone of voice through improved awareness,
concentration and correct breathing techniques.
He aids in the ability to speak with confidence, clear intention, projection, creativity and
clearer connection with the recipient.
Peter also helps his clients improve their skills in regard to writing scripts, minimising
nerves, memory, everyday communication and the importance of well-being.
Peter's clients have included respected actors, media personalities, CEO's and leading
corporate businesses around the world including Pete Evans, John McGrath, Anna Heinrich,
Tim Robards, Amar Vohra, Cherie Humel, Michael Coombs and Ben Collier.
Peter’s corporate work has included clients as diverse as Westpac, BMW, Telstra, Mirage,
Canon, UNSW, McGrath, Highland Property Agents, The Property Exchange, Richardson &
Wrench, Realestate.com.au, Freedom Finance Australia, Noel Jones, Commonwealth Bank,
Laing & Simmons and Samsung.
Peter’s charitable work as an MC and Auctioneer has included clients such as RSPCA, Bear
Cottage, The Garvan Institute, The Spastic Centre, The Cancer Council of Australia, Variety
Club of Australia, Royal Botanic Gardens, Ovarian Cancer Australia, I-Manifest and Sea
Shepherd.
Peter is an enthusiastic Speaker with over 30 years experience helping and inspiring audiences
to reach their full potential and overcome their fears. Peter receives rave reviews and has been
hired by some of the leading corporations in Australia and he will set the tone for your event with
a forward looking and optimistic vision. Public Speaking and delivering to a camera are among
the hardest tasks known to business people. Peter specialises in placing leaders and senior
executives at ease enabling them to deliver powerful and insightful performances.

